
BAND SAW 

 

A Band Saw has a vertical blade that 
allows cutting curves, resawing, and 
large depth cuts on thick material.  

KEY RISKS: 

• Electricity 
• Blade too tight or too loose 
• Cut finger 
• Flying object 
• Slips, Trips and Falls 
• Temperature 
• Other (dust) 

 
SAFETY: 

1. Follow the 3” rule from the blade; 
always keep fingers 3” from the 
blade. 

2. Check the blade tension and 
tracking before starting.  

3. Use a jig if the stock is not flat on 
the bottom! 

4. Keep a balanced stance when using 
the band saw. Make sure others 
maintain a distance of 3’ or more.  

5. Never clear small pieces while the 
blade is moving.  

6. Never use your thumbs to push 
toward the blade.  

7. Never back out of a curve cut while 
the machine is running. Stop the 
blade and back out the material.

 
 
NAME 
               

Preparation 
Band saw has sharp blade with correct tension, teeth down, 
upper and lower guard doors are closed and secure 

              

Object to be cut is wood, plastic, or aluminum (no steel)               
Knows how turn off bandsaw and apply foot brake for blade               
Setup 
Blade guide/guard ¼” above stock and 1/32” from rear roller               
Safety goggles and hearing protection on               
Appropriate clothing (no scarves or draping clothes)               
Hair, Jewelry tied back/removed               
Work piece secure in vice, clamp, or jig 
Hands at least 3” from blade 

              

Use V block for cylindrical pieces               
Push-stick, feather-board, or feed-jig for short/small pieces               
Predetermined plan for sequence               
Cuts clearly marked on work piece, machine well lit               
Band saw plugged in and cord not entangled               
Operation 
Move piece toward blade at moderate rate (do not push)               
Relief cuts for curves               
Machine turned off before backing out of cut               
Maintain awareness of safety zone               
Control of on/off switch,  foot brake after turning off               
Check cut piece for accuracy                
Sand sharp edges               
Clean Up 
Clean up shavings, debris in trash, empty dust bag               
Overall 
Safe and competent               
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